The radiation enhanced diffusion (RED) of three key fission products in SiC: cesium, europium, and strontium was investigated following ion irradiation at a damage rate of 4.6 × 10 −4 dpa s −1 at temperatures between 900 • C and 1, 100
Introduction
Tristructural-isotropic (TRISO) coated fuel is the fuel form of choice for the Next 10 Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP) program that will demonstrate the technologies for fuel fabrication and qualification on an industrial scale. The fuel particles consist of kernels of uranium oxycarbide (UCO) or uranium oxide (UO 2 ) that are then coated with a porous carbon buffer, a pyrolytic carbon layer (PyC), a SiC layer, and a final PyC layer, to produce a nominally 1 mm diameter particle. These fuel particles are able to 15 survive extreme environments of 900
• C-1,300
• C under normal operating conditions and as high as 1,600
• C in accident situations [1] . During operation, several fission products (FPs): silver, strontium and europium in particular, have been observed to be released through intact SiC [2] . While significant research efforts have focused on quantifying and identifying a mechanism for silver release through the SiC [3, 4, 5, 6] , little is known 20 about other FPs such as europium and strontium. Cesium, europium, and strontium all pose important radiological health concerns if released to the environment [7] . Cesium diffusion has been assumed to be negligible as high quality fuel has shown minimal cesium release, but this has not been verified.
Post-irradiation annealing of fuel has shown several features in FP release curves that 25 can not be interpreted without knowing the FP distribution in the fuel a priori. The low solubility of most FPs and low melting and boiling temperatures compared with the temperatures of interest makes diffusion couples very difficult to construct [4, 6] . Several studies have attempted to isolate thermal and radiation enhanced diffusion (RED) for
FPs with little success. Ion implantation has been used to introduce FPs into SiC, but 30 this is complicated by the introduction of trapping sites due to radiation damage from the implantation [8] , and the likely change in diffusion mechanisms due to the very high concentrations necessary to measure the diffusion profiles [3, 5, 9, 10, 11] . One study investigated silver diffusion via ion implantation and SIMS at lower concentrations, but could not establish if those concentrations were above or below the solubility limit [12] . 35 Spherical diffusion couples made using the same coaters for TRISO particle production have shown that grain boundaries play an important role in silver diffusion through SiC, but these experiments have been conducted at very high silver concentrations (pure silver at the interface) that are not relevant under fuel operating conditions [6] . The spherical geometry also limits the analytical techniques for concentration profiling to those with 40 poor sensitivity, significantly reducing the accuracy of the measured diffusion coefficients.
Recently a novel diffusion couple was developed that maintains a thin film geometry 2 to allow the use of depth profiling techniques, introduces FPs into PyC adjacent to SiC without causing radiation damage in the SiC and at concentrations that would be relevant to TRISO fuel, recreates the PyC/SiC interface, and allows for the isolation of thermal 45 diffusion [13] . This design was used to study the thermal diffusion of cesium, strontium, and europium between 900
• C and 1,300
• C reported in [14] .This thin film geometry is well suited to conduct controlled RED experiments using ion irradiation to emulate neutron irradiation. This study investigated the role of radiation on fission product diffusion and examines how this diffusion data fits with the fission product release measurements.
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Experimental Method
Materials
Details of the novel diffusion couple design were reported in ref [13] . The diffusion couple is a substrate of high purity CVD β-SiC (grain size: allowing for the calculation of purely thermal diffusion coefficients within the SiC and the controlled measurement of RED as performed in this study.
Ion Irradiation
High temperature irradiations were performed using a 3 MV Pelletron accelerator at the University of Michigan Ion Beam Laboratory. Figure 1 is a schematic of the irradia-65 tion chamber that was designed to allow for accurate dose and temperature monitoring.
Temperature was monitored using both a thermocouple mounted on the sample surface and a 2D infrared pyrometer. Damage level was monitored using a Faraday cup inserted heating, but the addition of beam-heating was required to reach the peak-temperature of 1,100
• C. This bounded the damage rate to at minimum 4.6 × 10 −4 dpa s −1 . Figure 2 shows the damage and implanted ion concentration as a function of depth. Between the PyC/SiC substrate interface at 350nm and a depth of 1,000 nm the implanted silicon concentration was minimal and the change in dose only varies by a factor of two. While 80 this could affect the diffusion kinetics, the majority of the effect should be within the first 300 nm as witnessed in the thermal diffusion study, where the dose only varies by a factor of 50%.
The sample temperature was monitored using a thermal imager and a thermocouple attached between the lip of a graphite shim and the diffusion couple surface. After Time of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) was used to profile the cesium, europium, and strontium concentrations for diffusion measurements using an Ion-TOF SIMS 5 at the Georgia Institute for Electronics Tech and Nanotechnology (IEN).
All ToF-SIMS spectra were acquired analyzing for positive ions using 25 keV Bi + to
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sputter material for analysis and 5 keV O + to sputter material for depth profiling. The sputtered craters were 100µm × 100µm while only the center 50µm × 50µm was analyzed to prevent edge effects that would reduce the depth resolution of the analysis. SiC substrates, ion implanted with cesium, strontium, or europium at 400 keV to a fluence of 10 16 cm −2 , were used as calibration standards for the depth profiles. Depth profiles 100 of these standards with the same instrument parameters as the ion irradiated samples were use to calculate sputter rates and reduced sensitivity factors (RSF). The sputter rate was 1.16 nm/s. The RSFs were 5,400 ppm for cesium, 7,100 ppm for strontium, and 8,900 ppm for europium.
Diffusion Profiling and Calculation
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The Harrison model for grain boundary and bulk diffusion was used to classify the diffusion and an improved Whipple solution was used to calculate diffusion coefficients [18, 19] . In the Harrison model there are three diffusion regimes: Type A which is bulk diffusion dominant, Type C which is grain boundary diffusion dominant and Type B which the mixed diffusion regime. A repeatable fitting model (criteria to evaluate the 110 validity of the diffusion coefficient) and a thorough error propagation model have been developed and documented in ref [14] . A standard Fickian diffusion model was used to fit bulk diffusion profiles using:
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The diffusion tails are presumed to be grain boundary diffusion as per ref [14] , and were fit using an exponential:
The triple product of the grain boundary diffusion coefficient (D GB ), the segregation factor (s), and the grain boundary width (δ) is then calculated from:
A wide body of literature investigating diffusion in model systems has shown that the bulk vs. grain boundary diffusion model is credible [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] .
SEM and TEM investigation of diffusion in TRISO have also identified grain boundary 120 diffusion as a mechanism of diffusion for high yield FPs [29, 30, 31] . These profiles are directly fit to the error functions and exponentials to extract both diffusion coefficients and their errors from the fit. Grain boundary diffusion coefficients from Type B profiles have additional error from the bulk diffusion coefficient, which is factored in to their total error. The integrity of the SiC cap, the sensitivity of the SIMS instrument, the 125 magnitude of the error compared with the diffusion coefficient and the ability to apply the Harrison model are all criteria used to validate diffusion profiles in this study.
Point Defect Reaction Model
The radiation enhancement of bulk diffusion is governed by the flux of point defects [32] . Radiation enhanced diffusion coefficients should follow the defect concentrations.
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At low irradiation temperatures the production of point defects overwhelms thermal defects and the concentrations grow to be so large that recombination of point defects dominates. As the temperature continues to rise the flux of point defects to sinks becomes significant, reducing the point defect concentrations. Eventually the thermally supported concentration of defects becomes significant and dominates the trend in defect 135   7 concentrations.
The point defect reaction equations were solved for SiC to verify the temperature range in which the point defect concentrations transition from thermally dominated to radiation dominated and to determine whether these transitions are consistent with our results for cesium, europium and strontium RED. The vacancy and interstitial concen-140 trations on the silicon and carbon sub-lattices are given by:
Here, dC A j /dt is time differential for the concentration of species j on sub-lattice A.
are the damage production rates on either sub-lattice obtained from SRIM using the Kinchin-Pease mode to determine K 0 and the full cascade mode to calculate how the damage is partitioned to either sub-lattice [15] . k A jl is the reaction rate coefficient 145 between species j and l on sub-lattice A.
Reaction Rate Coefficients (cm There are two primary sinks in CVD-SiC: stacking faults and grain boundaries. Irradiation induced defects could also act as sinks, but their incorporation in the model is no different than stacking faults or grain boundaries which were evaluated to estimate the magnitude of effect of sinks on the point defect concentrations. Sinks strengths are
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given by k 2 m where m refers to particular sink. The sink strength for stacking faults is: 
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The grain size in the CVD SiC used in this study is 1.8µm [13] , yielding a grain boundary sink strength of 7.4 × 10 10 cm −2 .The sink strength for stacking faults is three orders of magnitude higher than the sink strength for grain boundaries indicating that grain boundaries do not control the overall point defect concentrations reducing the sink term to annihilation at stacking faults. Table 1 defines the reaction rate coefficients which are functions of the interaction radii and point defect diffusivities. The interstitial diffusivities are given in ref [34] . Vacancy diffusivities were back-calculated from the self-diffusion coefficients [35] and the vacancy formation energies [36] assuming carbon and silicon self-diffusion in SiC occur by way of vacancies near the melting temperature [37, 38] . to solve these coupled non-linear equations to determine the point defect concentration under ion-irradiation and neutron irradiation damage rates. in the penetration depth of the strontium between thermal annealing and irradiation.
Results
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The shape of the concentration also changes from a Fickian diffusion front indicative of grain boundary diffusion dominant kinetics under thermal annealing[14] to mixed diffusion kinetics where both bulk and grain boundary diffusion are significant under ion irradiation. temperatures. The bulk diffusion front drops from 55nm at 900 • C to 40nm at 1, 100
The grain boundary tail is nearly flat at 900 • C, drops to a penetration depth of nearly 400 nm at 1, 000
• C and then flattens out at 1, 100
• C indicating that there may be an inflection point around 1, 000
• C in the grain boundary diffusivity of cesium. Table 4 : Radiation enhanced diffusion coefficients for cesium, strontium, and europium at a dose rate of 4.6 × 10 −4 dpa s −1 . The relative error is defined as the portion of the total error from the fit in the grain boundary tail.
increases while strontium bulk diffusion increases with increasing temperature. Both strontium and europium grain boundary diffusion exhibit downward trends, while cesium grain boundary diffusion has an inflection around 1,000
• C. Both cesium and strontium
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RED exhibit significant enhancement over thermal diffusion. Europium also exhibits an enhancement of RED over thermal diffusion, but the enhancement is eliminated by 1,100
Between 900 • C and 1,100
• C all three elements exhibit Type B diffusion at all three temperatures. Since strontium was the only element observed to exhibit grain bound-230 ary diffusion dominant kinetics at 900
• C under purely thermal conditions, it is also the only element to change diffusion regime in this study. Both cesium and europium exhibit a significant decrease in the interface concentration under irradiation vs thermal conditions, while strontium exhibits a significant increase at 900
• C that is reduced in magnitude at 1,100
• C. The 900 • C interfacial enrichment for strontium is likely due to 235 the difference in diffusion regime from grain boundary diffusion dominant, where the interface concentration is the grain boundary concentration, to mixed diffusion dominant, where the interface concentration is the matrix concentration. 1.6 ± 0. 6 1.1 ± 0.7 × 10 −16 −1.2 ± 0.7 Table 5 : Activation energies and pre-factors for bulk and grain boundary RED of cesium, europium, and strontium.
curve to the cesium grain boundary RED values. The activation energies for strontium 4. Discussion Figure 9 shows the radiation enhancement for bulk and grain boundary diffusion for all three fission products of interest, which is the ratio of diffusion under irradia- steeper slopes for the radiation enhancement of strontium and europium bulk diffusion vs. cesium bulk diffusion suggests that defect concentrations are more closely coupled with strontium and europium bulk diffusion than cesium bulk diffusion. The slope of the radiation enhancement for strontium and europium grain boundary diffusion is also steeper than the enhancement for cesium grain boundary diffusion. This could also imply 265 that more defects are involved in the migration of strontium and europium than cesium for both bulk and grain boundary diffusion. as the exact mechanism that defines how point defects mediate diffusion is not known. the correlations between point defects and diffusivities identified in this study. Figure 12 is an Arrhenius plot of cesium diffusion data from both the German and Figure 12 : Arrhenius plot for cesium diffusion measured using post-irradiation heating experiments [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] . The ion irradiated bulk and grain boundary RED coefficients are plotted in red and blue open circles. Closed circles are for the dose rate corrected RED coefficients calculated by assuming that the diffusion coefficient scales by the square-root of the dose rate for a ion irradiation dose rate of 4.6 × 10 −4 dpa s −1 and a neutron dose rate of 1.7 × 10 −7 dpa s −1 [40] .
the original US TRISO program used to calculate the fits for high temperature and low temperature diffusion mechanisms in the IAEA TECDOC-978. While they represent the best available data on diffusion in SiC, these diffusion coefficients are an amalgamation 330 of post-irradiation annealing of fuel spheres and compacts spanning three decades of test fuel. Different burn ups, fuel types, irradiation history, coating quality, and compact/fuel sphere matrix retention all affect the uncertainties on the plotted diffusion coefficients [2] .
Further these diffusion coefficients have been calculated assuming that the SiC is the key retaining layer in preventing release to the environment, while several post-annealing To properly compare RED coefficients with the literature data, which are a result of reactor irradiations at much lower dose-rates, the RED coefficients have to be scaled to account for the difference in dose-rate. There are two limits on the scaling of the RED coefficients based on the microstructure that controls the point defect concentrations.
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One limit is when recombination of point defects controls the point defect concentrations, which occurs at low temperature and high dose-rates. The other limit is when annihilation of defects at sinks controls the point defect concentration, which occurs at 
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The conventional model for grain boundaries treats them as a fast pathway of fixed concentration [53] . This works well if grain boundaries act as sinks with a well defined width at which point defects lose their identity [32] . In this case, defects can not mediate diffusion within the grain boundary and the grain boundary sink strength is unaffected by concentration changes within. In reality, both of these assumptions are likely to 375 breakdown at the limit of a saturated grain boundary or highly over-sized solutes.
Recent density functional theory (DFT), molecular dynamics (MD), and kinetic
Monte Carlo (kMC) simulations have shown that a point defect model for grain boundary diffusion produces the expected trends and migration barriers and can account for the variability in grain boundary diffusion coefficients as a function of structure [54, 55, 56] .
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In this model, point defect diffusion in the plane of the grain boundary mediates solute diffusion, which is the macroscopically measured grain boundary diffusion coefficient.
A radiation induced super-saturation of point defects could then couple with the point defect concentration in the grain boundary and enhance diffusion.
Another model treats the grain boundary as a dynamic system similar to the lattice 385 itself with distinct thermodynamic states [57] . The notion of a grain boundary complexion is then used to identify the various phases the grain boundary can exhibit depending on the environmental conditions such as temperature, pressure, and even local chemical potential and disorder. It is well understood that radiation can alter the phase stability of a material [32] and could alter the complexion stability of a grain boundary. In this 390 paradigm, radiation doesnt just enhance diffusion via a microstructural coupling, but rather it alters the grain boundary itself and as a result, the diffusion coefficient. This complexion could be a higher diffusivity phase for some FPs but not others.
Conclusion
The radiation enhanced diffusion of cesium, europium, and strontium in CVD 3C-SiC 
